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Level

1

Understanding

1

Knowledge

Under which international covenant are the right to life, liberty
and security included?
Five slum dwellers were evacuated on grounds of encroachment
and relocated at a place which was very far from their workplace.
Which fundamental right of the slum dwellers is violated here?
Explain.
What does article 16 state? What is the reason of providing this
particular provision?
Name the two cases after which the term Absolute Liability was
coined.
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HOTS
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HOTS

2

Knowledge

In context with provisions of the death penalty as stated in the Indian
Penal Code, explain how it justifies the application of „procedure
established by law‟ as stated in Article 21 of the constitution.
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Logic
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Understanding
Multiconceptual
Value based
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Logic

5

HOTS

Very short questions:
With regards to International Human Rights “ICCPR” stands for:
a) International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
b) International Covenant on Criminal and Penal Rights.
c) International Charter on Civil and Political Rights.
d) International Committee on Civic and Public Rights.
Write the three elements of Tort of Negligence.

Short answer questions:
What are the salient features of fundamental rights?
How can a State express its consent to a Treaty?
Human Rights are an integrated part of an individual‟s life.
Which human rights can an accused claim?
Long answer questions:
Dinu, a rickshaw puller, was not allowed to enter in a public park
as he was a dalit. Is his fundamental right violated? If so, which
one? Under which articles can he claim his right in the higher
courts?
Aryan was arrested on suspicion of robbery. Does Aryan have
any rights? Elaborate.

